Prerequisite role of persistent cell shrinkage in apoptosis of human epithelial cells.
Persistent cell volume reduction is a major hallmark of apoptosis. Recent studies have demonstrated that cell volume reduction is not a passive, secondary event of the apoptotic cell death process. Whole-cell shrinkage, termed apoptotic volume decrease (AVD), takes place soon after stimulation with apoptogen and precedes caspase activation, DNA and cell fragmentation in a variety of cell types including human epithelial cells. The AVD induction is the result of KCl efflux attained by activation of K(+) and Cl(-) channels. Inhibition of AVD induction leads to rescue of the cells from apoptosis. Since the AVD process is coupled to dysfunction of the regulatory volume increase (RVI), apoptotic cells undergo persistent cell shrinkage in human epithelial HeLa cells. When the RVI mechanism was impaired, hypertonic stress itself induced not only persistent cell shrinkage but also apoptotic cell death in HeLa cells. Even under normotonic apoptogen-free conditions, exposure of HeLa cells to Na(+)- or Cl(-)-deficient solution alone can bring about persistent cell shrinkage and thereafter apoptotic cell death. Thus, it is concluded that persistent cell shrinkage, which comprises AVD induction and RVI dysfunction, is a prerequisite to apoptosis induction in human epithelial cells.